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In a nutshell: The central challenge of decentralized algorithm design is specifying
local rules to achieve desired global behavior. A decentralized algorithm contains
four key structures: restrictions, states, events, actions. The design process iterates
through specification, analysis, simulation, and testing.
Understand: Nodes in a decentralized system only have access to local
information about their own state. All other information must be explicitly
communicated to them. A decentralized algorithm requires the specification of a
protocol for interaction between nodes and the operations performed by nodes in
response to interactions. Specifically, a protocol comprises:
•
•
•
•

Restrictions: A list of assumptions about the computational and geographic
environment for the protocol, including network connectivity, sensing
capabilities, nodes mobility or volatility, uncertainty.
Events: Three different types of (system) events are possible: message receipt,
triggers (e.g., alarms), and spontaneous events (external to the system, e.g.,
node being switched on).
Actions: Actions are “programs”: atomic sequences of operations that may not
be interrupted by events.
States: States enable nodes to retain knowledge of past interactions. Each
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Restrictions: N B; gossip probability g ∈ [0, 1]
State Trans. Sys.: ({init, idle, done}, {(init, done), (idle, done)})
Initialization: One node in state init, all other nodes in state idle
init
Spontaneously
broadcast (msge)
become done

#Broadcast msge to all neighbors

idle
Receiving (msge)
Randomly select a number n ∈ {0, 1} with probability P (n = 1) = g
if n = 1 then
broadcast (msge)
#Rebroadcast message with probability g
become done
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